Chapter 5 gives a simple method to design PID controllers for a series cascade control system. FOPTD models are assumed for both the inner and outer loop sub-systems. The method is based on matching the coefficients of the corresponding powers of s and s 2 in the numerator to a 1 and a 2 times that in the denominator of the closed loop transfer function model for a servo problem. The method is first applied to design a proportional (P) controller for the inner loop and then to design a proportional plus integral (PI) controller for the outer loop. The performance of the proposed controllers is evaluated for FOPTD models of the inner loop and the outer loop process transfer functions. This method is also extended to parallel cascade control systems.
Chapter 6 proposes two methods to improve the accuracy of the saturation relay method for FOPTD systems with a large ratio of time delay to time constant. Chapter 7 proposes a method to identify all the three parameters of a first order plus time delay (FOPTD) model using a single symmetrical relay test.
Chapter 8 gives a method to identify all the three parameters of an unstable FOPTD system using a single symmetric relay feedback test. It also proposes a method by incorporating higher order harmonics to explain the error in the calculation of k u . Another method is proposed to estimate all the parameters of an unstable FOPTD system. In Chapter 9, using a single symmetric relay feedback test, a method is proposed to identify all the three parameters of a stable second order plus time delay (SOPTD) model with equal time constants [k p exp(-Ds)/(ts+1) 2 ]. It provides a method to improve the accuracy in the k u calculation by incorporating the higher order harmonics.
In Chapter 10, using a single asymmetric relay feedback test, a method is proposed to identify all the four parameters of a stable second order plus time delay (SOPTD) model k p exp(-Ds)/ [(t 1 s+1) (t 2 s+1)]. In Chapter 11, a method is proposed to identify all the 5 parameters of an SOPTD system with a zero, G(s) = k p (t 1 s+1) exp(-Ds)/[(t 2 s+1)(t 3 s-1)], using an asymmetric relay test.
In Chapter 12, the asymmetrical relay tuning method is extended to multivariable FOPTD systems. In Chapter 13, the asymmetrical relay tuning method is extended to multivariable SOPTD systems. Chapter 14 proposes a simple method of designing centralized multivariable PID controllers for multivariable systems. In Chapter 15, the use of detuned Ziegler-Nichols PID settings as initial guess values is suggested for the design of multivariable controllers by an optimization method using the genetic algorithm to reduce the number of iterations significantly. Chapter 16 summarizes the results and conclusions of the work.
There are three appendices. Appendix A gives the Simulink block diagrams used in the present work. Appendix B gives the Matlab programs used in Chapter 3, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Appendix C gives an improved relay tuning method for integrating plus FOPTD systems.
